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A rational short-memory approach for FDEs

Lidia Aceto
∗, Cecilia Magherini∗ and Paolo Novati⋄

∗Department of Mathematics, University of Pisa
⋄Department of Mathematics, University of Padova

lidia.aceto@unipi.it, cecilia.magherini@unipi.it

novati@math.unipd.it

The numerical solution of Fractional Differential Equations (FDEs) may
be obtained by using finite-term recursions [2]. For the construction of such
formulas in this talk we shall present a technique based on the rational
approximation of the generating functions of Fractional Backward Differen-
tiation Formulas (FBDFs) [1]. Accurate approximations lead to the defini-
tion of methods which simulate very well the theoretical properties of the
underlying FBDF, with noticeable advantages in terms of memory saving.
This fact becomes particularly evident when they are used for discretizing
fractional partial differential equations, as confirmed by the numerical ex-
periments presented.
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Generalized spline spaces and their optimal basis

Carolina Vittoria Beccari

Department of Mathematics, University of Bologna

carolina.beccari2@unibo.it

A generalized spline space is a space of piecewise functions, locally
spanned by functions of polynomial and non-polynomial type, such as trigono-
metric or hyperbolic. Therefore generalized splines are a superset of poly-
nomial splines. Compared to the latter, they are superior for their capacity
of reproducing fundamental functions and for their effectiveness in handling
shape preserving approximation problems. At the same time, generalized
splines can be quite easily differentiated and integrated, which is their main
advantage over Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS). Despite being
initially meant for Geometric Modeling application, in the latest years their
interest has been mainly connected to Multiresolution Analysis and Isogeo-
metric Analysis.

A generalized spline space is suitable for applications when it has a local,
computationally stable basis and when this feature is preserved under knot
insertion. These requirements are equivalent to saying that the space must
have an optimal normalized totally positive basis. Unfortunately, not all
generalized spline spaces admit such a basis, and, even when this is the case,
its computation may be very challenging. In this talk we present a simple
and general method for the construction and computation of the optimal
normalized totally positive basis and we show how the proposed approach
may be used to establish whether such basis exists in a given spline space.
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Fekete Points on Curves, Hankel Determinants and

the Moment Problem

Len Bos

University of Verona

leonardpeter.bos univr.it

Suppose that V ⊂ C
d is an algebraic variety and that K ⊂ V is a com-

pact set. The polynomials of degree n when restricted to K form a certain
subspace of dimension N (say) and basis {P1, . . . , PN}. For a set of points
x1, . . . , xN ∈ K we may form the so-called associated Vandermonde deter-
minant det ([Pi(xj)]1≤i,j≤N ) . The points which maximize this determinant
are called the Fekete points and are known to be good points for polynomial
interpolation. Of interest is there asymptotic behaviour. In this talk we will
discuss such Fekete points and how the associated Vandermonde determi-
nants are related to classical Hankel determinants and the classical Moment
Problem.
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Isogeometric analysis with triangular NURPS

splines

Hendrik Speleers

Department of Mathematics, University of Roma “Tor Vergata”

speleers@axp.mat.uniroma2.it

Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) is a simulation paradigm aiming to reduce
the gap between the worlds of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Computer-
Aided Design (CAD). The main idea is to use the CAD representations not
only to model physical domains but also to approximate the solution of
differential problems. Tensor-product B-splines and Non-Uniform Rational
B-Splines (NURBS) are common tools in CAD, and so they are in IgA.
Unfortunately, the tensor-product structure precludes a strictly localized
refinement. This motivates the interest in alternative spline structures for
IgA.

In this talk we discuss the use of quadratic Powell-Sabin (PS) splines in
the context of IgA. These splines are defined on triangulations endowed with
a particular macro-structure and can be represented with basis functions
possessing properties similar to the classical (tensor-product) B-splines. A
rational extension, the so-called Non-Uniform Rational PS (NURPS) splines,
can also be easily defined. They allow an exact representation of quadrics,
and their shape can be locally controlled by control points and weights in a
geometrically intuitive way. Higher order B-splines on triangulations with
PS macro-structure can be constructed as well.

Thanks to their structure based on triangulations, NURPS splines offer
the flexibility of classical finite elements with respect to local mesh refine-
ment and are not confined to quadrilateral parametric domains. Moreover,
they share with tensor-product NURBS the increased smoothness and the
B-spline-like basis. Hence, they constitute a natural bridge between classi-
cal FEA and NURBS-based IgA. We will illustrate the use of PS/NURPS
splines in IgA with several numerical examples.
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The IG approach for nonlinear delay differential

equations: back to ordinary differential equations

Rossana Vermiglio
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science

University of Udine (Italy)
rossana.vermiglio@uniud.it

Nowadays delay differential equations (DDEs) are proposed to describe
a variety of problems in science and engineering. In fact, the introduction of
the dependence on the past history in the models allows a better description
of the real-life phenomena and a more reliable prediction of their behavior.
Delay models present a more complex dynamics since, opposite to ordi-
nary differential equations (ODEs), they are infinite dimensional dynamical
systems. Therefore their study needs to be complemented with efficient nu-
merical methods. From a dynamical system point of view, a first relevant
task concerns the stability of equilibria. Recently a numerical approach has
been developed to this aim, which is based on the discretization of the in-
finitesimal generator (IG) associated to the linearized system [1, 2]. In this
talk we present an overview of the so called lG-approach and we propose
it to reduce the original system of DDEs to a system of ODEs in general
nonlinear. This allows the use of proven and efficient tools for the analy-
sis of bifurcation of ODE, without resorting to the development of ad-hoc
techniques for the original model. Some test examples are given.

This work is in collaboration with D.Breda (University of Udine, I), S.
Maset (Univeristy of Trieste, I), O. Diekmann (University of Utrecht, NL)
and M. Gyllenberg, F. Scarabel (University of Helsinki, Fin).
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A hierarchical Hermite spline quasi-interpolant

Cesare Braccoa, Carlotta Giannellib,
Francesca Mazziac, Alessandra Sestinia
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In [1] a 1D Hermite quasi-interpolation (QI) scheme based on B-splines
with optimal approximation order was introduced. In [2, 3] a tensor-product
2D generalization of this scheme was constructed, and the tests proved the
robustness of this approach in the bivariate setting. Here we present a
hierarchical extension of such quasi-interpolant, which allows to reduce the
computational cost of the approximation. This hierarchical generalization
is obtained by applying the general framework recently introduced in [4] to
construct hierarchical quasi-interpolants, which is based on the truncated
basis defined in [5]. This approach also allows to use uniform grids at each
refinement level, and then to precompute the analytic expression of the
linear functionals defining the hierarchical QI operator with corresponding
computational advantages.
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Isogeometric Analysis based on Box splines

Francesca Pelosi

Department of Mathematics, University of Rome Tor Vergata,

Via della Ricerca Scientifica, 00133 Rome, Italy,

pelosi@mat.uniroma2.it

In the context of Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) and in the numerical treat-
ment of PDE’s in general, efficient local refinement procedures and an easy
modeling of complex geometries are crucial ingredients, see [1].

The tensor-product approach, based on NURBS and their generalization,
is not suitable for efficient local refinements, due to its inherent rectangular
topology and it makes the modeling of “non rectangular” regions a hard
task.

On the other hand, splines over triangulations offer both the possibilities
of efficient local refinements and easy modeling of complex geometries, see
[2]-[3], but dealing with completely general triangulations is quite difficult.

Splines on regular triangulations equipped with suitable bases, are the
natural bivariate generalization of univariate B-splines, can be extended to
higher dimensions and therefore, they can provide an interesting alternative
to NURBS in IgA.

In this talk we report about our ongoing work concerning the use of
bivariate Box splines defined on regular three-directional meshes in IgA.
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Analysis of Gneiting and Matérn functions for

topology preservation of landmark-based image

registration

R. Cavoretto(1), A. De Rossi(1), H. Qiao(1), B. Quatember(2)
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(2) Innsbruck Medical University
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Topology preservation is a necessary requirement for elastic image regis-
tration. Here, we deal with this topic for landmark-based image registration
focusing on two families of functions, i.e. Gneiting and Matérn functions.
The former have compact support, which is a benefit property for local trans-
formations [1], whereas the latter have global support and the deformation of
each landmark can affect the whole image. But generally, globally supported
Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) can make small bending energy. In this talk
we evaluate the topology preservation of two Gneiting functions and three
Matérn functions in one, two and four landmarks matching. In the first
two cases, we analytically compare locality parameters and the positivity
of Jacobian matrix determinant of such functions with Wendland functions,
whose results were presented in [2]. In the four landmarks case, we instead
consider topology preservation analyzing image deformation globally. All
theoretical results are supported by extensive numerical experiments.
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On 1D, 2D and 3D spline quasi-interpolation

Catterina Dagnino, Paola Lamberti, Sara Remogna

Department of Mathematics, University of Torino
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sara.remogna@unito.it

In this talk we want to present some of our recent results on spline spaces

defined on a partition of a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R
d, d = 1, 2, 3.

We consider quasi-interpolating operators in spline spaces of different de-

gree and smoothness and we propose their applications to the approximation

of functions and data, the numerical integration, the solution of differential

problems and integral equations.
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An Isogeometric approach in SGBEM

A. Aimia, M. Diligentia, M. L. Sampolib, A. Sestinic

aUniversity of Parma, b University of Siena, c University of Florence

The Boundary Element Method (BEM) has historically offered engineers
an alternative technique to finite elements for certain classes of problems in-
cluding infinite domains or those involving discontinuous and singular fields.
On the other side, isogeometric analysis (IgA) is a new method for the nu-
merical treatment of problems governed by PDEs. It establishes a strict
relation between the geometry of the problem domain and the approximate
solution representation, giving surprising computational advantages. IgA
has also brought a renewed interest for BEMs in computational mechan-
ics, since one has to consider only a discretization of the domain boundary,
which can be done in an accurate way by geometric modeling techniques.
In this context, the aim of the present contribution is that of investigating,
from a numerical point of view, the Symmetric Galerkin Boundary Element
Method (SGBEM) devoted to the solution of 2D boundary value problems
for the Laplace equation, where the boundary and the unknowns on it are
both represented by B-splines. We mainly compare this approach, which we
call IGA-SGBEM, with a curvilinear SGBEM [2], which operates on bound-
aries having explicit parametric representation (hence, in particular, given
by B-spline representation) and where the approximate solution is obtained
using Lagrangian basis. Both techniques are further compared with a stan-
dard (conventional) SGBEM approach, where the boundary of the assigned
problem is approximated by linear elements and the numerical solution is
expressed in terms of Lagrangian basis. Several examples will be presented
and discussed, underlying benefits and drawbacks of all the above-mentioned
approaches.
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A Generalized Eigenvalues Classifier with

Embedded Feature Selection

M. Viola (marco.viola0491@gmail.com), G. Toraldo (toraldo@unina.it)
University of Naples Federico II

M. Sangiovanni, M.R. Guarracino (mario.guarracino@na.icar.cnr.it)
High Performace Computing and Networking Institute

National Research Council of Italy

Supervised classification is one of the most used methods in machine
learning. In case of data characterized by a large number of features, a
critical issue is to deal with redundant or irrelevant information. In order
to get an effective classifier it is necessary to identify a set of features, as
small as possible, able to determine the discrimination. We propose a clas-
sifier with embedded feature selection, based on the Regularized General
Eigenvalue Classifier (ReGEC) [1], equipped with a L1-norm regularization
term. Preliminary numerical results, obtained on some real-life data sets,
show that the approach we propose is able to produce a remakable selection
of the features, without losing accuracy in the classification with respect to
the ReGEC. Our algorithm seems to compare favorably with the SVM L1
method. In particular the absence of accuracy deterioration allows to out-
perform the SVM L1 classifier in terms of accuracy of classification without
losing the ability to select relevant features.
keywords: Supervised classification, Feature selection, Eigenproblems,

Embedded methods.
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